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SUMMARY
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L. Taylor, 111
.
of the dynamic characteristics of a typical
a centrifugal compressor, a sonic-flow
turbine-nozzle diaphragm, and a fixed-area exhaust nozzle is
presented. Ageneralized equation for the transient behatior
of the engine was developed; this equation was then verified
by calculations using compressor- and turbine-performance charts
extrapolated from equilibrium operating data and by expertiental
data obtatied from an engine operated under transients in fuel
flow.
The results indicate that a linear differential equation
for engine acceleration as.a function of fuel flow and engine
speed for-operation near a steady-state operating condition can
be written. The coefficients of this equation can~e obtained
either from actual transient data or with a fair degree of
accwacy from the steady-state performance maps of the com-
pressor and turbine and canbe corrected for altitude in the
same manner that steady-state perfommnce data are corrected.
INTRODUCTION
The investigation of engine parameters for control analysis
of the turbojet engine can be considered in two parts: the
detemnination of the variables to be controlled, and the
determination of the transient behavior of these variables.
A previous investigation of control parameters suitable for the
steady-state control of turbojet engines indicates that for a
turbojet engine with a single independent variable (fuel flow)
satisfactory thrust control may be achieved through control of
the parameter engine speed.
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An investigationwas conducted at the NACA Lewis laboratory
to establish an analytical and experimental determination of the
transient behavior of such a turbojet engine and a study of a
method of mathematically expressing this behavior in a mamner
useful for control-systemdesign and analyses.
ANALYSIS
In any control system, the rate at which the control should
chenge the value of the independent variable to achieve satis-
factory regulation is detezzuined%y the rate at which the
controlled engine parameter responds to vtiiations of the inde-
pendent variable. For proper speed control of the turbojet engine,
therefore, the designer must know the rate of change of engine
speed as a function of the change in the independent variable
(fuel flow).
b a turbojet engine of the ty_peunder consideration, an
increase in fuel flow at constant speed causes an increase in
turbine-inlet temperature, which results in an increase in
turbine torque. The difference between the turbine torque
and the torque absorbed.by the compressor then accelerates
the engine according to the following equation:
Q.
u=- 1
where CL is the angular acceleration, Q iS the difference
letween the instantaneoustorque output of the turbine and the
instantaneoustorque absorbed by the compressor, and I is
the polar moment of inertia of all rotating parts. Thus the
effect of a change in fuel flow on engine acceleration is
proportional to the effect of a change-in fuel flow on the
difference between torque output of the turbine and torque
absorbedby the compressor. From a general consideration of
the mechanics of the system, therefore, a differential equation
relating speed and fuel flow can be written. This equation can
thenbe correlated with data from a typical engine of the type
under consideration. ‘l?hisprocedure is demonstrated using an
engine consisting of the components shown in figure 1.
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Development of Generalized Engine Equation
For the equilibrium running conditions of turbojet engines,
various engine parameters may be represented by general functional
forms of the one independent variable, effective fuel flow, that
is, N=f(Wfqb)$ T~=g(Wfqb), and so forth. (All s~bols are
defined inaypendix A.) The development of general functional
form relating the variables during transient conditions of
operation requires some hypothesis concerning the thermodynamic
and flow processes during these periods. The hypothesis made
herein is that the processes are quasi-static, Me,t.is, they
act like a continuous series of equilibrium states. Each point
of the dynamic state is an eq~librium condition for the flow
and thermodynamic processes. It follows that a point reached
by each component of the system during the transient corresponds
to some equilibrium point for that comgonent. F@he~ore, the
point encountered by the complete engine, being a sum of the
components, is also some equilibrium point for the complete
engine.
Without altering the turbojet-engine geometry, equilibrium
operating points other than-the equilibrium operating conditions
can be obtained only by applying an outside load to the engine.
The action of an external load creates an additional independent
variable for the dynamic state. This action may be expressed
in terms of some engine variable, which allows this variable
to become the additional independent variable. For transient
conditions of operation various dependent variables of the
engine may therefore be considered as functions of the effective
fuel flow and another engine variable.
Because this analysis is concerned with the transient
“behaviorof engine speed, this variable was chosen as the addi-
tional independent variable for the dynamic state. Unbalanced
torque was chosen as the dependent variable begause of its
relation to engine speed. The assumed functional relation is
therefore:
Q = f(Wf~b,N) (1)
This fum%ionmaybe expanded about an initial point i as
follows:
.,
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When the deviation from the point i
+
(2)
.**
is sufficiently small,
the terms containing products of higher derivatives end products
or powers of small numbers become negligible and only the first
three terms of equation (2) are of significant value. Further-
more, if the point i is a steady-state point o, the initial
value of accelerating torque Q, is zero.
.
When the deviations from the steady state are denoted by L,
the significantterms of equation (2) canbe written as
[1~Q ()iMQ= b=oA(wf~b)+ ~oAN
The accelerating torque can also be expressed as a function of
engine acceleration as
Substitution of equation (4) in equation (3) gives
(3)
(4)
(5)
N-)
Cu
N’
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. Equation (5) represents the dynamic behavior of the engine in that
it gives engine acceleration as a function of fuel flow and speed.
A graphical representation of an assumed relation between
accelerating torque, effective tuel flow, and engine speed for
given altitude and ram conditions is shown in figure 2(a).
PN The Q = O’ line is the steady-state operating line. The slopeg of smy constant-speedline of figure 2(a) at Q = O is
[1
~Q
and the slope of any const=t-fuel-flow line of
a(w@b ) o
&
()
figure 2(a) a’t Q=O is ~ . Equation (5) can therefore be 0
0
rewritten as
(6)
where a. is the numerical value’of the slope of the torque-fuel-
flow curves at constut speed and b. is the numerical value of ‘
the slope of the torque-speed curves at constant fuel flow.
Equation (6) holds only for constant altitude and ram
r conditions. Because speed, fuel flow, and torque can all be
corrected for altitude, however, equation (6) can he generalized
to be true for all altitude conditions. Applying the standad
corrections to the speed, fuel flow, and torque terms in equa-
tion (3), this equation cxm%e re~itten in terms of corrected
(7)
Equation (4) maybe
of the equation by
written as follows after dividing both sides
52 and ~ and collecting terms:
5“= 52 dt
(8)
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When equation (8) is substituted in equation (7) the following
equation results:
.
B~ designating all the corrected quantities with a subscript
c and by substitutingthe
for the partials, equation
I& d(ANc)
——
82 dt
corrected curve slopes (fig. 2(~))
(9) may written as
.
=a o,cA@f%)c - bo,cA~c
Equation (10) represents the dynamic behavior of the
terms of corrected engine varia%l.esat constant ram.
An examination of equation (10) reveals several
facts concerning the behatior of engine acceleration
altitude conditions. First, the coefficients aO,c “
(lo) .
engine in
pertinent
under
alla .b
O,c
are corrected quantities, which are nearly independent of -
altitude althougjhthey do depend on ram. Second, the burner
efficiency affects the d~emic behavior of the engine. Burner
efficiencymay have a considerable effect on engine acceleration
because the efficiency may change substantiallyunder transients
in fuel flow. Wstly, equation (10) indicates that the effective
moment of inertia 1~/52 increases with increasing altitude.
Thus the permissible temperature-l~ted acceleration is reduced
with increasing altitude.
Equation (10) may be rearranged into
differential equation describing a simple
the usual form for a
first-order lag system~
fmplb)c (11)
With the equation written in this form, the coefficient of the
derivative term is the time’constant for the system. Equation (11)
shows that the effect of increased altitude is to increase the
e-e-time constant above its sea-level value by the factor ~/82.
——
-—-. _.—_—...
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In order to evaluate the slopes a. and bo, calculations
were made for a typical turbojet engine with a centrifugal com-
pressor, a sonic-flow turbine-nozzle diaphragm, and a fixed-area
exhaust nozzle, using the compressor-performancecharts and the
thermodynamic relations in the engine. The method of making
these calculations is presented in appendix B and is briefly
outlined as follows: At constant auibientconditions, the
compressor torque and the turbine torque were determined for
a number of combinations of the parameters, turbine-inlet
temperature and engine speed - parameters that are common to
%oth the compressor and turbine in a direct-coupled engine. The
calculationswere made assuming c“onstantcompressor slip factor,
burner efficiency, fuel-air ratio, burner pressure ratio, turbine
efficiency, nozzle efficiency, and percentage accessory and
gear loss. The difference in torque between the compressor and-
the’turbine at any speed was considered an accelerating torque,
and the parameter turbine-inlet temperature was expressed in
terms of fuel flow. From these data, acceleration could be
plotted in terms of engine speed md fuel flow for a set of
constant ambient conditions. Because all the engine parameters
may be corrected for altitude, the calculationswere carried
through in terms of corrected quantities.
.
The results of these calculations for two ram conditions
corresponding to O and 340 miles per hour at sea.level are shown
in figure 3. The curves of the left-hand plot are essentially
straight lines with variable spacing that cross-plot to the curved
lines shown on the right-hand side. The curves of the left-hand
side are nearly straight lines because of the constant efficiencies
assumed in the calculations. If variable efficiencies are assumed,
the shape of the curves will be chemged depending on the variation
of efficiencies assumed.
For the constant efficiencies assumed, the slope a. is
nearly constant over the power range end for large deviations
from the steady-state region. The slope bo, however, changes
substantially over the power range @d for large deviations
from the steady-stateregion. This change in b. indicates
that some of the terms dropped from the expansion (equation (1))
may have significant value, especially for large deviations
from the steady-state line.
.,
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Because the product of the moment of inertia and the recipro-
cal of b. is the engine-time constant, figure 3 indicates that
the engine-time constant depends to a considerable extent on the
operating point of the engine, which is roughly defined by the engins
speed and altitude. The effect of ram on both a. am b. is
rather small. “
Evaluation of Engine Constants from
Transient Data
In order to determine the validity of the Precedi% analysis,
an engine of the type for which the calculations were made was
operated under conditions in which the fuel flow was rapidly changed
through a series of magnitudes in order to obtain as large a region
as possible of nonequilibrium operation. In attempting to impose
operation of this nature on the engine, it was necessary to include
components in the fuel system by means of which the fuel flow could
be rapidly changed from one value to another. The system used con-
sisted of two fuel lines from the pump to the fuel manifold arranged
in parallel. The regular engine throttle was installed in one line
and another engine throttle in series with a solenoid valve was
installed in the other line. With the solenoid valve closed, the
regular engine throttle was adjusted to give a selected lower engine
speed. ‘With the solenoid valve open, the auxiliary throttle was
adjusted to give a selected higher engine speed. The fuel flows
for any two steady-state engine speeds could thus be established
and nonequilibrium conditionswere obtained by opening or closti
the solenoid valve.
Fuel flow was measured by means of a thin plate orifice in the
main fuel line with a deferential-pressure gage to measure the pres-
sure drop across the orifice. lhgine speed wasmeasured bya stand-
ard electric tachometer indicating revolutions per minute and time
was measured.by a clock reading in thousandths of a minute. The
data were recorded simultaneouslyby a motion-picture camez% at the
rate of 12 frames per second. A prelhinary investigation of the
response rate of the fuel-flow and speed-measuring ktrumentation
showed that they were capable of following much more rapid rates
of change than those encountered during the engine runs.
Typical examples of the tiposed transients of fuel flow $or
accelerations and decelerations together with the resulting speed-
time curves are shown in figure 4. The experimental data are shown
in figure 5 in the same form as the calculated data in figure 3
except that for the experimental data the actual fuel flow is used
,.r
. ..— .—. -— —
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instead of the effective fuel flow. The left-hand side of figure 5
was obtained from the data as follows: At a given s~eed, the accel-
eration and fuel flow corresponding to the same instant in time were
measured. The constant-syeed lines of figure 5 were obtained from
a number of transient runs resulting from various magnitudes of
fuel-flow change. The right half of figure 5 was obtained by cross-
plotting the faired curves of the left-hand side. The grouping of
the data points from several runs indicates that a unique relation
exists among torque, fuel flow, and speed, regardless of the manner
in which the point is reached.
Near the steady-stateregion, the experimental data follow the
results of the analysis and the calculations in that the slope a
is virtually constant over the power range and the slope b O,c0,c
varies substantially over the power range as indicated in figure 5.
For accelerations in excess of about A600 rpm per second, the engine
begins to exhibit large deviations from the calculated curves.
Effect of Engine Constants on Controlled Engine
ti matching controls to engines, the damping ratio is one of the
criterions used to evaluate the degree of matching. Both engine -
coefficientsand control coefficientsappear in this damping term.
For instance, if it is assumed that a control operating on speed error
to vary fuel flow according to the following equation
is applied to the engine described by equation (11), the combines
equation for the system becomes
= 13NS+cNS’ +oNS”
where the primes signify”derivative with respect to time. The
damping ratio for this expression is
,
.,
.
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Thus if it is desired to maintain a constant value of the damping
term, such as critical damping, it is evident from an examination
of equation (12) that if an engine coefficient varies, some
control coefficientmust be varied in such a manner that the
damping ratio remains substantially constant. I?igures6 and 7
are plots of ao,c and bo,c respectively, as functions of
engine speed for the calculated data and the experimental data. .
The slope ao,c is virtually constant and will have little effect
on the dsmping ratio but bojc may change the damping ratio
considerablyfor various operating points. If the variation is
considered too great, it will be necess~Y to ~rY a control
coefficientto compensate for the variation in bo,c. Figure 7
indicates that bo,c varies almost directly with,engine speed,
which would indicate that one method of compensating for the
variation of bo,c is to vary a control coefficient as a function
of engine speed.
A plot of the corrected engine-time constant as a function
of engine speed is shown in figure 8. The time constant for this “
—
engine varies through a 4 to 1 range over
engine.
?ISCUSSION
the power range of the
b general, the correlationbetween the calculated results
and the expertientalresults is considered good and would be
better if an approximation of burner efficiency were included
in the calculations. This correlation indicates that for an
engine of the type invest~gated, operating near the steady-state
region, a good approximation of the dynamic ch~acteristics c=
be made as soon as the component characteristicsare available.
Thus an engine maybe designed, at least to a certain extent,
to have good transient characteristicsas well as good perfommnce
characteristicsor at least a comprm”ise may be reached between
transient and steady-stateperformance if the two conflict in
certain configurations.
.
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Although the correlation in the steady-stateregions is
good, the correlation in the region of large accelerations can
be regarded as only fair and in the region of large deceleration
as poor. A possible explanation for the poorer correlation in
the accelerating region is that the engine is approaching the
accelerationblow-out region in the burners, which is”a region
of apparently lower burner efficiencies. Temperature data
taken during the experiments indicated that when excessive
amounts of fuel were suddenly added combustion occurred through
the turbine end tail cone, which would result in low burner
efficiencies during these periods.
The large deviations between calculated and observed values
of deceleration seem to have no obvious explanation. The very
large decelerations observedwould indicate that ’verylarge
reductions in torque output of-the turbine occurred. These
reductions can only be partly accounted for by the normal steady-
state effect of a reduction @ temperature on turbine torque.
The reduction in temperature that did occur may possibly have
caused a rotation of the turbine-entrance-velocityvector relative o
to the blade to a condition of negative angle of attack. Such a
condition correspondsto a high value of turbine-velocityratid
for which the tuz%ine efficiency is rapidly falling. The
existence of a negative angle of attack together with the -
increased.air flow and consequently increased compressor torque
that results from a reduction in temperature at constant speed
could conceivably cause large decelerating torques. The existence
of a negative angle of attack would also explain the position of
the sharp breaks in the curves of figure 5 in that at low speeds
the steady-state angle of attack is greater than at high speeds,
which are near the design condition, such that a greater reduction
in temperature at constant speed is necessary to cause negative
angles of attack and a consequent sharp change in curve slope.
The preceding discussion would seem to indicate a possible
explanation for the sharp change of slope for the deceleration
points but does not explain the vertical parts of the curves,
which indicate that various decelerations occur with the same
tti%ine-inlet temperature. A check of the data, however, indicated
that along the vertical part of a constant-speed line of figme 5
the deceleration value was consistent with the rate of change of
fuel flow; that is, the deceleration value increased with increas-
ing rates of change of fuel flow. Thus, if the burner efficiency
reduced as a function of the rate of chan~e of fuel flow such
that
see3n
the temperature was reduced, the ver~ical lines of figure 5
logical.
-. ——.. .———, .. —— ———--.——--— . . ..- .-. .— —-—-— -—-- .
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The following conclusions are,drown from an analysis of the
dynamic behavior of and from transient data obtained from a
typical tur%ojet engine with a centrifugal compressor, a sonic- .
flow turbine-nozzle diaphragm, and a fixed-area exhaust nozzle:
1. Accelerating torque is a function of fuel flow and engine
speed such that a linear differential equation represents approxi-
mately the transient behavior of the engine speed for accelera-
tions less than approximatelyi600 rpm per second.
2. The transient equation of the engine may be obtained
trcmthe steady-state performance of the engine components to
a degree of accuracy that will permit the prediction of the
engine transient characteristicsas soon as the component charac-
teristics are available.
3. A transient equation for engine speed may be derived including
the effects of altitude by the use of corrected engine variables
in the derivation.
4. The manner in which the control constants should be
varied to compensate for the changes in engine characteristics
with altitude and with engtie speed may be predicted from an
analysis of the comMned engtie and control equation.
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory,
National Adyisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Cleveland, Ohio, JUIY 272 19490
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APPENDIX A
SYMBOLS
\
The following symbols have been used throughout this report;
A
a
-t-l
Cp,c
cp,T
%
h
I
N
Ns
P
P
Q
Qc
%
T
.
;G
.N
,0!
.
.
0
- .-. . .-—. -—. -.. .— ___ ..___.
———-—--.----——--——— .. . . .
-— —.. .-— - —
exhaust-nozzlearea, sq ft
partial of torque with respect to either effective .
or actual fuel flow at constqnt engine speed(a*’) ‘r (%)
J.u J.
partial of torque with respect to engine speed at constant
values of 6ither actual or effective fuel flow @()%
average specific heat for gas passing through compressor
(assumedat 0.243 Btu/(lb)(OF))
average specific heat for gas passing through turbine
(assumedat 0.276 Btu/(13)(ol?)) ,
lower heating value of fuel, 18,400 Btu/lb - ,
enthalpy, Btu/lb
polar moment of inertia of rotatiag parts,
5.427(~)(lb-ft) (sec)(min)(rad)/revolution
engine speed, rpm
set value of engine speed, rpm
.
total pressure, lb/sq ft
static pressure, lb/sq ft
accelerating torque, lb-ft
torque required by compressor, lb-ft
torque output of turbine,.lb-ft
total temperature, OR
. . . . .-— —.--—-— —-.—- ——----)
time, sec
air flow, lb~aec
NACA TN 2091
fuel flow, lh/hr
total gas flow, lb~sec
acceleration of eng$ne speed, rpm/sec
ratio of specific”heats
(-%%coefficient of titegral control comPonent> rpm
altitude pressure ratio, P2/14.7
coefficient of proportional
burner efficiency, Percent
turbine’efficiency (assumed
altitude temperature ratio,
control component,a
rpm
at 83 percent), percent
T2/518.6
coefficient of derivative control component, ~ r“pm
engine time constant, see’ ,
Subscripts:
c corrected
i any engine operating point “
o any steady-state operating point
o anibient “
1 diffuser inlet
2 compressor inlet
3 compressor outlet
.-
-i
7
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4 turbine inlet
5 turbine outlet
15
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APPENDIX B /
ENGINE-TRKNSIENT-CHARACTERISTICCALCULATIONS
fi general, the method used to calculate the character-
istics of an engine when operating under transient conditions
involves determining the difference between compressor torque
and turbine torque for assumed values of engine speed, turbine-
inlet temperature, ambient conditions, and ram pressure ratio.
Figure 9 is a chart of typical compressor characteristics obtained
from unpublished data. For assumed values of ram pressure ratio,
~bieni conditions, engine speed, and turbine-inlet tempe~tUreJ
correspondingvalues of compressor pressure ratio and corrected
air flow mmbe determined. The torque required by the comp~ssor
for the asshed conditions
equations:
T3_l+
‘2
‘% = Cp,c
Equation (Bl) is developed
may then ~e cal&lated from the following
N2()0.5079 x 10-8 —‘V%
(T3-T2)
Wa (778) (60)
21rN
for an assumed.slip factor of 0.925
(Bl)
(B2)
and a compressor rotor diameter of 2.5 feet. The definitions of
the s~bols used.are.given in appendix A. .
The equation for the torque output of the turbine is similar
to equation (B2) in that it involves the temperature drop through
the turbine, the gas flow, and the speed. The speed and the 9S
flow are known from the assumed conditions and the resulting
compressor point. The temperature drop through the turbine,
however, must be determined for the oPerating Point. In the
absence of a complete turbine-performancemap, it is necessary
to utilize general thermodynamic relations defining typical turbine
operation. A relation between turbine pressure ratio P4/P5 and
turbine temperature ratio ~~5 iS de~ermined by assuming a
constant turbine efficiency as expressed by the following equation: ,
T5
.l-—
T4
‘T = 74-1
1-
()
‘5 —
~ 74
(B3)
.
l
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For this anAlysis
ass&d at 1.33.
p4/p5 iS plotted
‘T
was assumed at 83 percent, and y4 was
The resulting relation between 4/’5 and
@ figure 10.
Beoause critical flow exists in the turbine nozzles over ‘
the power range, the corrected gas flow through the turbine
nozzles will k~e a constant value. F’or this engine, unpublished
data have i.naioatedthat the corrected gas flow will have a value
expressed.by the following equation:
= 41.6 lb/see
This equation may be expanded as follows:
w ‘r‘513E (41.6)~’(~)
—=
‘5A— A
J
‘4
14.7 ~
(B4) “
For an effective ‘etiaust-nozzlearea-of 1.87 square feet and
with 74 assumed constant at 1.33, the preceding equation becomes
“ (B5)
From equation (B5) and figure 11, which is plottedfrm unpublished.
data, values oanbe obtained for a plot of P5/p0 as a fUnctiOn
of p4/p~~~for
feet. This relation is
thenbe used to obtain
is showntifi~e I-3.
The turbine torque
torque was computed
assumed that P4/P3
can
an etiaust-nozzlearea of 1.87 square
shown in figure 12. Figures.10 and 12 oan
P4/Po as a fuction of P4/P50 ‘Ehisrelation
for each condition for which compressor
now be found. h this EUlE2@iS, it -S
was constant,at 0.95, thereby determining
.- .—
—---...——.. .— -—------- ..._. _ .__. _______________ ..__>_ ,=.___>. -_
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P4 for each compressor point tid that Wg/Wa was constant at
1.015, and thereby determining Wg for each compressor point.
With the use of the value of P4 obtained by applying one of
these assumed relations to the value of P3 obtained from the
compressor-torquecalculations, it is now possible to obtain
$74 T5 through the use of figures 13 and 10, successively. The
tur%ine torque correspondingto the assumed conditions of ram
pressure ratio, ambient conditions, engine speed, and turbine-
inlet temperature can then be comRuted from the following equation:
%=~,T (T4-T5) ‘g ‘7;::’60) (B6)
,
The accelerating torque can then be calculated from the following
equation in which 1 percent of the turbine torque or power was
assumed lost to the accessories and to gear and bearing friction:
Q= Q.99~-QC= Ia (B7)
A plot of angular”accelerationas a function of engine speed,
turbine-inlet temperature, and effective fuel flow Wfnb for ram
conditions correspondingto an airplane velocity of O mph and
340 mph at sea-level, corrected to NACA standard sea-level con-
ditions is shown in figure 14. The effective fuel flows were
obtained by use of the following equation, which assumes no time
lag between temperature and fuel flow: ‘
Wa (h4-h3) 3600
Wflb =— (B8)
‘f
.
The values of h4 and h3 corresponding to the assumed temper-
ature T4 and the temperature T3 calculated from equation (Bl)
can be found fram a table of en%halpies. Figure 3 WaS obtained
by plotting the constant speed lines of figure 14 and then cross-
plotti.ngto obta~ the COM~nt fuel-flow c~eso
.
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Figure 4. - Typical the-domain curves of fuel flow and engine speed
for engine transient experiments.
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Corrected gas flow per unit exhaust-nozzle area,
‘*s lb/(sec)(sqft)
Figure 11. - Variation of exhaust-nozzle pressure ratio
with gas flow per unit exhaust-nozzle area corrected
to total pressure and temperature in the exhaust nozzle
relative to NACA standard atmospheric conditions at sea
level. (Obtained from unpublished data.)
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Figure 12. - Relation of exhaust-nozzle pressure ratio and turb
total-pressure and temperature ratio parameters for exhaust-
nozzle area of 2.87 square feet.
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Figure13. - Relationbetweenenginepressureratioand turbinepressureratio
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Figure 14. - Relation among acceleration, effective flml flow, turblm-inlet temperature, and engine speed
corrected to comp~essor-inletconditionsrelative to M4CA standard atmospheric conditions at sea level as
calculated from steady-statedata.
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Figure 14. - Concluded. Relation among acceleration, offective fue1 flow, turbine-Inlet temperature, end
engine sped corrected to compressor-inletconditions relative to NACA standard atmospheric conditions
at son level as calculated from steady-statedata.
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